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Introduction
Ten years ago, businesses were on the verge of facing a severe economic downturn. Most were
caught by surprise. It was unexpected and there was no one-size-fits-all contingency. It raised a
critical question: “Were companies equipped to adapt quickly to a new normal?” Under the
conditions that were to follow, they had to do more with less and operate more efficiently.
Those stuck in more rigid and antiquated business models experienced the most pain, and
many did not survive. In the immediate aftermath, several large institutional companies did fail
along with approximately 200,000 small business, taking three million jobs with them.
The business model was changed forever.
The purchasing department, a corporate entity whose transactional connotation was that of a
means to an end, is part of this recent business model transformation. Now reimagined, as a
response to the disruptions of the past decade, procurement is quickly becoming a strategic
arm of the corporation. The vast majority of procurement executives, more than 3 out of 4,
have reaffirmed this vision, as was cited in a recent high-level Benchmark Report that polled
100 Procurement directors and above on the value of Procurement.
To accomplish this goal, Procurement must be committed to its value proposition. In part, this
value proposition states that the talent within the procurement organization focuses on core
functions as part of a well-defined strategic roadmap in line with the broader corporate vision.
Therefore, any function or task, including fire drills that lie outside the value proposition, would
be identified for streamlining, automation and outsourcing. Ultimately, it is automation that is
the critical key to fulfilling its value proposition.

How will automation and visibility help realize Procurement’s value proposition?
Corporations spend a significant percentage of revenue purchasing products and services. This
requires a complex set of functions and associated processes under Procurement’s control.
Many of the processes work in conjunction with multiple functions, requiring information to be
shared between them. Overall a huge amount of data is generated. Collection of this data is
critical for the purposes of reporting, review and evaluation. Corporate strategy and vision
creation is dependent on accurate and timely planning and forecasting, which is impossible
without complete and accurate data.
In previous iterations, the procurement data was statically stored, most likely in multiple
locations, until the annual budget review summoned all affected parties to share their data and
pool it into one massive spreadsheet consolidation effort. This all-hands-on-deck mentality
required everyone to break from their primary core functions to perform such a monumental
undertaking.
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The data is generated from the four main functions of procurement: sourcing, supplier
information and management, contracts and the procure-to-pay process. It includes: RFP, RFI
and RFQ (request for proposal, information and quotation, respectively) information as part of
the vendor bidding process as well as p-card and e-catalog data, all part of sourcing; feedback
and performance rating data as part of supplier management; usage terms, product use rights
(PUR), compliance guidelines, discounts and other contractual items required to manage
contracts effectively. The procure-to-pay process includes purchase orders, invoices, shipping
and accounts receivable and payable information - all important for order tracking and
matching as well as error-resolution. Planning and forecasting requires the collection and
analysis of all this data.
Overall, this significant amount of data must be accessed, shared, collected, processed and
analyzed.
A value proposition for procurement, in part, ties directly to the ability to access all of the data
and organize it, both to be shared inter-functionally as well as to be used for analysis. The data,
however, must be reliable, accurate and complete. It needs to be compatible and comparable.
This can be a challenge when coming from so many disparate sources ---- ERPs, legacy systems,
resellers, accounts payable, etc.
These capabilities can only be gained through an automated system with a high-powered
business intelligence processor, accessible through an e-Procurement portal. The result is full
system visibility and relevant data-sharing amongst all procurement functions.
Full organizing control over the data provides the ability to generate on-demand reports with
complete flexibility via a user-defined dashboard. This is the type of insightful responsiveness
that allows for the necessary adaptive nimbleness in the new procurement environment. Firedrill spreadsheet creation does not. This is what the future, or actually maybe the present, of
Procurement, looks like.

Having the ability to easily adapt to the challenges that lie ahead
Change is constant. A decade later, the new disrupt movement is here and will most certainly
transform how business is conducted going forward. What will be the impact of 3D printing?
How will procurement and the supply chain be affected by robotics, both in mechanization and
in process automation (RPA)?
The Internet of Things (IoT) will significantly increase the amount of smart and connected
devices over the next few years. For 2017, Gartner says there are over 8 billion connected
‘things” on the internet, up 31% from 2016. Hundreds of millions of smart and connected
devices are being added monthly. They will generate a huge amount of data that will need to
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be collected, shared and processed, translating to a greater visibility on the network than ever
before. Like taking a picture with a better camera with more pixels, greater resolution in the
snapshot of “conditions on the ground” will improve the speed and accuracy of analysis and
evaluation.
The CEOs, CFOs and CPOs who adopt innovative strategies to tackle the exciting new challenges
ahead will see greater success in their new course.
As it relates to the strategic value of procurement, the questions corporate leadership will be
asking are:
1. Do we have the ability to access all of the available procurement data (internally and
externally)? And in real-time?
2. What level of business intelligence processing will be required to process all of the data in
order to make a strategic and competitive impact?
3. Do we have the ability to organize the data on-demand with full flexibility?

The company that adapts and responds to the changes the fastest, with the most accuracy and
value-driven focus, will have the greatest advantage over its competitors in the market-place.

This eBook will explore the details and benefits of automating Procurement functions via an
e-Procurement system.
It will take a look at the four primary operational procurement functions and the interrelationship between the data of their respective processes; as well as the critical fifth
function of spend analysis and tracking which will analyze all of the spend data to gain the
necessary visibility and insights for reporting, planning and adapting quickly to change.
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Procurement’s five major functions
There are five major functions of Procurement (as shown in the diagram below):
1. Sourcing
2. Supplier Management
3. Contract Management
4. Procure-to-Pay
5. Spend Analysis & Tracking

Sourcing is the set of functions and processes used to select preferred vendors for the
purchase of goods and services. This includes channels and mechanisms for making lowervalue non-core purchases, typically programmed to follow the strategic sourcing
methodology.
Supplier Management provides the means to rate vendor performance over time. It includes
the ability to identify suppliers who are not meeting certain requirements especially
compliance; and consolidate from non-preferred to preferred vendors thereby reducing unmanaged (Tail) spend.
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Contract Management provides an electronic central repository for all contracts. It provides
a mechanism to track all contract data as it relates to the supplier, key stakeholders, terms of
use, compliance, renewals and other relevant contractual information
Procure-to-pay is the full cycle of procurement, from requisitioning to invoice receipt and
includes the tracking and matching of invoices, receipt and payment information. Accurate
process fulfilment and payment history are important measurements.
Spend Tracking and Analysis is the collection of all of the functional data and allows for the
necessary visibility into the processes as well as the ability to generate flexible, user-defined
and on-demand reporting and scoring.

An e-Procurement system provides the ability to access and collect data from multiple
disparate sources as well as seamlessly share this data between primary Procurement
functions. Sorting, processing and organizing of the data using its analytics engine with
business intelligence provides the ability to gain insights from the patterns and trends,
which is necessary for change management, reporting and planning.
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1. Sourcing
Sourcing is a set of processes and practices that provides the means to find and select
preferred suppliers using criteria that align with industry standard qualifiers as well as the
value proposition of the company. Some of the qualifiers include quality, delivery time,
compliance and payment terms. Sourcing also includes creating pre-defined channels and
other procedural structures for purchasing non-core items.
An e-Procurement system features an internet portal (e-Portal) where competitive bids are
solicited by suppliers who have been pre-qualified.
The process of managing and maintaining the suppliers after they have been pre-selected as
part of the Sourcing function is performed by the Supplier Management function. This
process requires monitoring their performance over time. Consider that some vendors may
not have come in through the normal vetting channel and some just may not be able to
maintain consistent performance. Tracking both scenarios is critical, as they lead to the
growth of un-managed spend. Supplier management will be discussed in the next section.
Sourcing processes and functions align with existing best practices of the Strategic Sourcing
methodology (detailed in the section below). Strategic sourcing practices incorporate
continual feedback in order to keep adjusting to the changing needs and demands of both
internal and external users. When optimal results have been achieved, a benchmark is
created and further improvements are researched through collaborative efforts.
Automating the strategic sourcing processes through an e-Procurement system provides the
ability to create benchmarks and milestones that, when coupled with scheduled flags and
alerts, can enhance the recurring feedback channel input and simplify the multi-faceted
collaboration process. This information will be used in conjunction with Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and scorecards as part of the supplier performance and management
function.
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Strategic Sourcing Concept & Methodology
Strategic sourcing is a collaborative and structured process of using analysis, evaluation and
feedback of an organization’s spend. The goal is to continually optimize its procurement
practices and supply chain results as well as improve the overall value proposition. .
The results include: lower total cost, streamlined processes, increased responsiveness to
changing needs with shared responsibility amongst stakeholders for successful
implementation and an increase in the value of every dollar spent.
For effective strategic sourcing, there are two pre-cursor requirements that must be in
established before implementing the rest of the methodology:
 Identify all of the stakeholders, including internal and external customers who are
involved with the purchase and use of a product or service throughout its lifecycle.
 Obtain full buy-in from top management - it must be positioned as a part of a strategic
initiative with shared benefits and responsibilities; the value proposition must be clear in
scope as defined by the policies, practices, procedures and processes, including a
regularly scheduled mechanism for feedback.
Ten essential strategic sourcing requirements (including pre-cursors):
1. Participation from all stakeholders -- internal and external customers
2. Full buy-in from corporate leadership which includes policy changes and mandates
3. Balanced consideration of all factors such as customer needs, organizational goals and
market conditions
4. Initiate education for all relevant concepts, such as total cost of ownership (TCO,
discussed in next section) and market intelligence (vs. preference or habit)
5. Full and active collaboration of all parties—employees, vendors, purchasing,
management, and any external users
6. Identification and analysis of all key process points where savings can be gained
7. Provide direct correlation between feedback and improvements
8. Schedule pre-determined intervals where opportunities for improvement are identified
9. Leverage the total buying power of corporation
10. Simplify contracts with standardized terms and longer terms, when possible
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What is Total Cost of Ownership?
It may seem like an easy victory to merely focus on getting the best price for goods or
services. But the purchase price of a product or service is only a small part of the overall cost
of owning or consuming it. Measuring the value of a purchase purely on this basis may cause
your company to spend more than expected throughout the lifecycle of the product or
service. In fact, acquisition costs account for only 25 to 40 percent of the total cost of
ownership (TCO), as strategic sourcing considers many other factors.
The balance (and majority) of the total cost of ownership is comprised of operating, training,
maintenance, warehousing, environmental, quality, and transportation costs as well as the
cost to salvage the product's value at its end-of-life.
To obtain an accurate TCO, an in-depth analysis of the full product (and service) lifecycle,
from procurement to disposal, is necessary. An e-Procurement system provides the
necessary recursive automation to receive ongoing input during regularly scheduled
intervals. After a TCO benchmark is established, areas for improvement should be identified
for further cost reduction and increase in value.
By automating the feedback channel, users have a consistent and convenient way of
providing their input.

Sourcing Elements
a. eRFx (Electronic Request for ‘x’, where ‘x’ is information, bid, quote or proposal)
The sourcing process requires extensive communication, collaboration and negotiation
between buying and selling organizations. An e-Procurement system provides one central
internet portal where all supplier data and bids are submitted and collected in a standardized
format. This makes all of information easily comparable to allow the procurement team to
make as accurate and informed decision as possible.
Depending on the complexity of the product or service requested, a series of inquiries,
responses and quotations will be exchanged between the company and its network of
suppliers. This would be in the form of eRFIs, eRFBs, eRFQs and eRFPs. It could range from a
one-time RFQ to a more complex multi-stage RFI / RFP / RFQ process.
A major benefit of an eRFX system is that it allows your procurement team to invite a large
volume of suppliers to answer a series of in-depth questions to gain better knowledge of their
ability to provide you with the exact goods or services that are required along with any other
factors that may be important.
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e-Auction
The electronic auction (e-Auction) is an e-business between auctioneers and bidders, which
takes place on an electronic marketplace. eBay, the most famous auction place is considered
a forward auction, between multiple buyers and one seller. Most procurement organizations
utilize reverse auctions where several vendors bid to provide a specified good or service.
Typically, only vendors with pre-selected qualifications would be allowed to bid for the
product or service contract. As per our discussion regarding total cost of ownership (TCO),
purchase price is only one area of criteria, as other factors (quality, contract terms,
compliance, etc.) would equally be considered.

P-Cards, e-Catalog, Buying Helpdesk
P-cards: When dealing with lower value purchases, Purchasing-cards or p-cards provide many
advantages. Based on prior accounts payable data, preferred suppliers are selected in the
implementation of a p-card program. Procurement determines the dollar threshold to set for
p-card transactions.
All transaction data is captured and tracked. This allows spend patterns to be identified,
thresholds to be adjusted and vendors’ performances to be assessed. This type of purchase
channeling provides a greater control on compliance.
P-cards also eliminate the need for purchase order generation or involvement from
Procurement, allowing them to stay focused on their higher-value functions.
e-Catalog: They provide the ability to purchase certain merchandise, like office supplies, from
only listed, verified and preferred suppliers. Since the vetting is done ahead of time, there is
no need for active participation by procurement personnel in these non-core purchases.
Buying Helpdesk: All requests of a specific nature including low volume non-recurring items
are directed to a Helpdesk which decides on the proper fulfillment strategy, based on the
characteristics of the request.
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Strategic Sourcing Automation Platforms
What applications or application suites embody the sourcing functions and features described
above? Increasingly companies are looking to consumer-like automation platforms and user
experiences to automate their sourcing activities. Right now, Ariba/SAP is the 800 lb gorilla in
the room. However, there is an emergence of smaller, more nimble and innovative platforms
that cover all the areas of procurement.
Besides sourcing, these application suites offer vendor and contract management, procureto-pay and spend tracking and analytics, as separate modules that can be used together or
independently. TCGi’s eProcure™ is one such application suite. Gartner profiles some of
these platforms as part of its Magic Quadrant for Strategic Sourcing Applications Suites.
These include platforms from Jaggaer, GEP, Coupa, Zycus, BravoSolution and Ivalua.
When evaluating and comparing sourcing platforms, here are key factors to consider:
1. What level of innovation does the system possess?
2. Will the technology be able to handle future business changes and work load?
3. Can the technology source for all spend categories or does it only handle one niche?
4. What industries has the technology been used in before? Does it come preloaded with
vendors who service your industry?
5. What licensing structures are offered? In-house or only through the sourcing company?
6. How well do modules interact with each other? Do you have to download and add data
from the sourcing module into the spend analytics module or is there a seamless
integration?
7. How much training will employees need to effectively utilize the application?
8. What level of security is provided? Will your data be secure?
9. How responsive and effective is the company’s customer service? What do references
say about tech support and account management experiences? What about offshore and
language support?
10. Will the platform streamline your current processes and result in cost reductions?
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2. Supplier Management
During the initial sourcing process, many suppliers are selected based on having met specific
requirements. Other vendors were selected outside this process. Managing and maintaining
suppliers becomes its own process that requires an assessment period with regularly
scheduled intervals of evaluation. Gauging performance utilizing Key Performance Indicators
or KPIs is essential to the assessment process. Some typical factors include: quality, delivery
time, compliance, and payment terms. Other indicators unique or relevant to an industry or
business can be factored in.
Key questions that are part of the evaluation process and can be translated into
programmed KPIs, are:
1. Does the supplier communicate effectively throughout the purchase process?
2. How responsive is the supplier after the goods or services were received?
3. How well does the supplier handle problem-resolution?
4. Is the supplier willing to discuss ways to improve the purchase process?
5. How adaptable is the supplier to a change in business environment or business needs?

Why is vendor management so critical to keeping un-managed (Tail) spend from getting
out of control?
Lower-value or non-core purchases are typically not part of the value proposition of
Procurement. They are seen as less critical to corporate strategy and are left to the
discretion of local departments or individual employees. But these types of purchases can
quickly add up when looking at a company-wide scope. There are two main reasons why this
kind of spend can go un-managed.
First, a division or department with lesser purchasing aptitude has been granted too much
discretion. These employees are not extensively trained in essential procurement policies
and guidelines. They are unaware of large-volume corporate discounts that could be
leveraged or that the software they are buying falls under a company-wide umbrella
software-licensing agreement.
Second, no mechanism or channel has been set up by Procurement to purchase these goods
and services from only preferred vendors. This behavior causes engagement with too many
vendors. When the process of vetting the suppliers without considering important KPIs, the
number of non-preferred suppliers grows. A non-procurement employee could single out
price as the determining factor and not consider the TCO, which as previously noted, should
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include factors such as quality, delivery time or contract compliance. The addition of nonpreferred suppliers means greater risk, less cost savings and more waste. This also drains
resources, as procurement then shifts from its strategic work to address the issues related to
purchases through non-preferred vendors.
Most medium to large corporate operations have some degree of un-managed spend. How
much un-managed spend is acceptable is the critical question. A spend vs. number of
vendors graph is a great way to get a snapshot of un-managed spend vs. managed spend
(strategically managed). A more comprehensive version can be found here.
If you reference the graph below, the amount of spend in dollars is the vertical axis and the
number of vendors is the horizontal axis. It is a representation of the Pareto principle or
80/20 rule as it applies to Procurement.
You will notice that the bulk of the spend is provided by a small percentage of vendors
(approximately 20%). This spend is considered strategically managed by preferred vendors.
The other approximately 20% of spend is spread out over 80% of the total number of
vendors. This is often referred to as the “Tail” because it is long and spans out horizontally.
The actual numbers vary company to company. The goal is to shorten “the tail” by reducing
the number of non-preferred vendors and move those purchases to preferred suppliers.
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Without the necessary policies and procedures in place, un-managed spend will most
certainly grow. And without the necessary visibility into the spend, how can the un-managed
spend and associated vendors be easily identified? One can understand how un-managed
spend gets out of control fairly quickly. Once out of control, what is the level of resources
needed to address this issue?
More vendors, especially non-preferred ones, means more contracts. Without effective
contract management, which will be covered in the next section, compliance will be in
greater jeopardy. So, there is a direct and critical correlation between supplier management
and contract management.
To effectively manage suppliers and prevent un-managed spend from spiraling out of
control, processes for non-core purchases that is aligned with procurement policies and
guidelines must be implemented ahead of time. These preferred methods or channels were
mentioned in the Sourcing section in the form of P-cards, e-Catalog and the Buying Helpdesk.
Once un-managed (Tail) spend reaches a point of critical mass where there are too many
vendors, the level of resources and time necessary for the deep-dive clean-up would be too
great. At this point, automating spend and supplier management is the only viable option.
An e-Procurement system with business-intelligence provides the necessary visibility and
organizing power to re-segment the managed spend from the un-managed spend. Using
various criteria, especially categories, allows an effective filtering method of moving spend to
preferred vendors. Vendor distribution plots (see example below) provide potential
consolidation opportunities by identifying those suppliers that require review based on the
programmed criteria.
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Additionally, an e-Procurement system provides a structure and process for buying from only
preferred suppliers that adhere to compliance and pricing guidelines. As mentioned in the
Sourcing section, P-cards, an e-Catalog, and a Buying Help Desk provide those preferred
vendor channels and keep the spend in the managed bucket. These mechanisms also provide
the necessary tracking.
The benefits include greater cost savings, greater efficiency, reduction in the number of
suppliers, and increased compliance since purchases would fall under existing policies and
contract terms.
How to effectively manage Supplier Information
For Supplier Performance Management to be effective, an up-to-date repository of
comprehensive supplier information must be accessible. This would include areas of data
such as risk, content, diversity, financial data, business-critical certifications, insurance and
regulatory information.
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These indicators would be placed into user-defined scorecards to allow for the measurement
and evaluation of suppliers using various combinations from a qualitative and quantitative
perspective. Comparing to established benchmarks is invaluable. Identifying trends and
changes by various business-sensitive and selected factors like category or region provides
the critical data necessary to evaluate performance over pre-determined intervals.
Since performance is not static, the ability to manage and audit the information is required
for achieving full visibility. With qualitative and quantitative scorecards, targeted and
focused survey forms, questionnaires, and comprehensive action plans, full visibility into
supplier performance is achieved.
An effective e-Procurement system would have the capability of adding new supplier
information as your company adopts new practices---- future requirements, financials, risk
factors, regulatory certifications, insurance limits, labor relations, and other data that may
be critical to specific business operations.
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3. Contract Management
Contract Management goes hand-in-hand with Supplier Management. For every supplier
there could be one, or even multiple, contracts for the goods or services provided.
Without an effective Contract Management System (CMS), overlapping, duplicate, missing,
improperly implemented contracts, as well as ones that were not translated into usable
terms will cause compliance issues and quickly dissipate the original savings.
Negotiating the optimal contract terms with suppliers is less about the contractual verbiage
and more about how they are translated into actual, realized savings. An optimal CMS
requires full, enterprise-wide contract management capabilities — from original request
through to long-term maintenance, monitoring and performance analysis.

An effective CMS must have several essential elements, addressed by these key questions:
First, How are the contracts authored?
Creating contracts with special clauses and unique language creates an unnecessary
complexity within the organization, for the people interpreting the contract and those
implementing the terms of the contract. Unless the added language is critical, there is no
need to create unique contracts in every instance. This will just overwork a company’s legal
resources and prevent the people who use the contact’s product or service from fully
following the terms.
Working from a boilerplate creates consistency and allows for easier review.

Second, before initiating any negotiations, Who are the stakeholders?
Procurement, legal, sales, internal and external users and all other related parties must be
considered when first creating a contract.
Identifying who will use the product or services and understanding how it will be used will
allow for effective compliance throughout the contract lifecycle.

Are the contract terms able to be translated into clear polices and guidelines?
Writing a contract with favorable terms and in the interest of the company, like leveraging
great savings, is only an advantage if everyone is clear on utilization and compliance.
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Translating the contract terms into usable rules, polices and guidelines for all users and
stakeholders will allow the contract benefits and savings to be fully realized.

Where do the contracts reside? And who and what department owns them?
Having contracts spread out across the company in the hands of different divisions,
subsidiaries or even departments is putting compliance at risk. Duplicate contracts, as in the
case of a merger or acquisition, especially as it relates to software or hardware, can put your
company in audit jeopardy. This often results in the assessment of fees, fines and the loss of
discount pricing.
Contracts are not static instruments. The terms are dynamic and need to be accessible and in
one central location. The information contained in them will most certainly need to be
reviewed for a variety of reasons. An intelligent system must have all of this contract data
uploaded under a set of rules for monitoring and action.

Do the contract terms translate into actual, realized savings?
This is where the need for alerts and notifications become incredibly important.
When is the contract review due as part of your regularly scheduled Strategic Sourcing
feedback session?
What happens when a contract is near the end of its term?
Is there an alert sent to trigger the review of supplier performance to determine whether
renewal is warranted or if the product/ service should be put out to bid in a new sourcing
process?
Knowing what the supplier performance is before the contract comes up for renewal allows
for proactive planning ---- rushing into a new contract renewal without reviewing the KPIs is
not good for business, especially when multiplied by the many suppliers and contracts that
exist.
It is crucial that customized alerts and notifications specific to each contract are set up
during the initial contract development phase. Flagging compliance issues before they
happen is so essential to cost savings and resource allocation as well as the avoidance of
audits and legal issues.
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Do the contracts address all terms of usage and compliance issues, especially as they relate
to the complexities of the cloud via BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) and cloud computing (as
reflected in the diagram below)?
Risk mitigation goes hand-in-hand with policies and controls and those methodologies
should be integrated into sourcing decision processes. These should include identifying and
prioritizing risk elements, determining probability of risk occurrence, the costs associated
with the risks, and establishing processes to better monitor and hopefully prevent them.
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What are the key elements of a Contract Management System within an e-Procurement
framework?
1. Boilerplate templates utilizing standardized language should be the default; consistency
throughout all the contracts provides clarity when renewal time is up; review time is
kept to a minimum when less customized language has been used
2. Negotiated contracts should clearly address key parameters which includes
performance, savings and compliance
3. Contract terms translate into actual policies and guidelines
4. Contract terms translate into actual realized savings
5. Alerts, Flags and Notifications should be set up for
a. contract review due as part of the regularly scheduled Strategic Sourcing feedback
sessions
b. contracts that are near the end of term
c. review of supplier performance to determine if renewal is warranted or if the product
or service should be put out to bid in a new sourcing process
d. duplicate or conflicting terms
e. potential compliance issues before they happen; essential to avoid audits and legal
issues
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4. Procure-to-Pay
Procure-to-pay (P2P) is a fully integrated procurement solution designed to support an endto-end process that begins with goods and services requisitioning and ends with ready-topay files for upload into an accounts payable system. This is the industry-standard term for
the end-to-end process of procuring good and services but the actual scope and functionality
of the system sub-processes can vary greatly.
P2P systems have been evolving over the past decade. In the past, legacy ERPs and
accounting systems generated purchase orders but then required manual intervention for
invoice data entry as well as order review approval and signatures. Add-on solutions by
various providers addressed ERP shortcomings. Most current systems have the capability to
provide automated invoice generation.
There are typically three reasons why full integration is not realized:
1. the inability to interface with legacy ERP systems due to incompatibilities
2. no buy-in from the top in allowing internal or proprietary systems to be interfaced
3. manual intervention cannot be circumvented at approval points along the process
including signature requirements
When looking at the breadth of P2P solutions available, it appears the maturity level has
reached a clarity point. Many P2P modules addressing individual functionality are now being
offered by various providers and have proven effective for their respective Procurement
function. Fully integrated P2P solutions are now available from a few select group of
providers, but, despite their claims, are still somewhat limited by connectivity issues with
legacy ERP and accounting systems. Procurement users typically choose these specialized
P2P solutions to meet their particular needs. This is in contrast to CIOs whose preference lies
in an “integrated” solution offered by ERP vendors. Clearly, companies with greater revenues
will be interested in part, or all, of a P2P solution because of the higher cost savings it will
yield.
Some procure-to-pay solutions use a net-based supplier portal or a multi-enterprise network
to enable suppliers to submit invoices electronically. E-requisitioning, approval workflow and
e-catalog management would be part of e-procurement functionality. Most P2P systems
include purchase-order-to-invoice matching, which is essential for minimizing time spent on
error resolution or the return of goods.
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Regardless of the modules implemented along the P2P process, the associated data must be
accessible for review and collectible for analytics purposes. Access to payment data, supplier
and contract info is important for accurate tracking, monitoring, stratregic sourcing feedback
and reporting.
Every P2P process begins with a quote and ends with a payment (after the deliverables have
been received). When looking for a solution, all of the process points have to be identified
and analyzed to craft the most optimal solution. Any redundant or manual tasks should be
considered for automation. Unnecessary steps can be reduced, eliminated and ultimately
streamlined. Understanding the inner workings and translating any business insights into
automated processing functions is critical to getting optimal results from your automated
system.
For instance, when multiple invoices and purchase orders are part of a single order or
schedule, they can be aggregated into one online document package rather than treated
separately. This type of organizational efficiency saves many man-hours of filtering, sorting
and review. Monthly reporting becomes a simple one-step task rather than a series of tasks.
Clearly, there are challenges, like anomalies that are encountered when using existing
software techniques to extract data from disparate sources. This kind of manual data entry
will affect the speed and efficiency of the system. Additionally, there are security and other
concerns when requiring access to proprietary and legacy ERP systems of large corporations.
For the entire P2P process— from requisition to approval - what are the considerations?
How are each of the various segments handled? Does the data match up? How is exception
handling accomplished? What about supplier communication, relationship management,
receiving, payment and reporting? Is the purchasing and leasing information integrated?
From quote to payment, the full procure-to-pay process requires complete visibility of the
progress of purchase orders at all times. Buyers should be able to track the status of their
requisition — from submission through multi-stage approval, through quick access into a
purchase order, submission to the supplier, acknowledgement by the supplier, to advanced
shipping notice, and finally the invoice.
Category managers can report on contract utilization, supplier managers can report on
contract compliance, category buyers can report on purchasing activity, and the CPO has
oversight of the entire process. Once the goods or services are received, a receipt can be
generated at any time.
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Optimal functioning for a P2P solution is attained when all the data from each segment of
the procurement cycle is visible, trackable and reportable through the portal. All redundant
points are automated, ineffective parts are streamlined and any manual intervention is
reduced to a minimum. Reducing or removing follow-up emails, correspondence, frequent
reminders, or status requests from buyers and other stakeholders is key to optimizing the
system. The data from the full end-to-end cycle can then be sorted, filtered and organized
for previous year comparisons and future forecasting.
P2P Automation Applications & Platforms
As previously stated, in the past couple of years, Procure-to-Pay full end-to-end application
platform suites have proliferated. Companies providing platforms include TCGi, GEP, Coupa,
SAP, Basware, Ivalua and BirchStreet Systems.
TCGi’s eProcure™ P2P application is cloud-based, modular and uses an e-portal, providing
the time-saving convenience of sending a link to authorization documentation by email or
SMS without the need for downloading or printing. It also has the ability to aggregate orders
into one document package for easy review for payment. eProcure™ uses a holistic expense
management approach to optimize cost reductions --- looking at possible price reductions,
increased compliance of contracts, process efficiencies and cash management policies.
Important factors to consider when evaluating a P2P system:
1. Does it provide e-invoicing-to-purchase order matching? This is important for errorresolution as it reduces Procurement’s involvement time.
2. Is the application cloud-based or resident on a computer? A cloud-based system is more
quickly implemented and can be accessed from any computer or device with an internet
connection.
3. Does it have mobile capabilities for notifications and approvals? This eliminates the need
for email correspondence, scanning, and signature-on-paper approvals.
4. Does the suite accommodate multiple spend categories for both direct and indirect
spend? This allows for better visibility and control of the spend.
5. Does the cost savings justify the cost of the system? Cost savings should include
financial, human resources, as well as the value of the Procurement’s team’s time.
Choosing a system with a lighter footprint is typically more cost effective, especially if it
uses a more streamlined user interface, since the greater ease-of-use will save time.
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5. Spend Analysis &Tracking
As we have just reviewed the functions and processes of Procurement as it relates to the
demands required for automation, we can understand in greater detail the significant
amount of data generated. All of this data can provide invaluable insights but that requires
the ability to collect, sort and organize it. Once organized it can be analyzed.
In the past, analytics was limited to an IT-centric reporting process using predefined data
models. Today, business-intelligence and analytics platforms make use of algorithms, KPI
weighting, score-carding and complex predictive modeling as well as AI that can be accessed
through user-defined dashboards.
The block diagram below shows the operational flow of an e-Procurement platform data
processing engine using the business intelligence necessary to handle today and tomorrow’s
Procurement demands.
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Why is Spend Analysis & Tracking so critical?
The ability to capture, track, process and analyze this huge amount of data is critical to the
operation and strategic future of the corporation.
Invoice–to-payment data must be matched; supplier information must be recorded in order
to regularly update performance scorecards; contract renewal dates and other benchmarks
must provide flags and alerts for potential action. Does usage match contract terms? Is
compliance at risk? Are spend patterns visible for analysis to determine any re-segmenting of
un-managed to managed spend?
Effective planning and forecasting cannot be accurately and effectively performed without
accurate data captured from previous purchases.
Poor planning and forecasting are direct causes of inventories that are out of balance with a
business's needs. Accordingly, best-in-class companies are also placing more emphasis on
demand planning and forecasting as an additional means of ensuring optimal inventory
levels.
Let’s review all of the data that is being generated.
Here is a breakdown of some of the functions and processes of Procurement that are
generating data. Some of the data is cross-correlating. It also requires the robust processing
of an e-Procurement system to capture all of this data for tracking and analysis:
1. Sourcing
 Marketplace analysis
 Sourcing Event Management
 Proposal Evaluation
 Negotiations
 Strategic Sourcing feedback and collaboration
 Spend Data Management (Tail Spend, P-cards, e-Catalogs, Buying Helpdesk)
 Demand Management
2. Supplier Management
 Supplier Performance (Scorecards, KPIs)
 Vendor Relationship Management
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3. Contract Management
 Contract Template Management
 Contract Administration (use terms, compliance, renewals, conflicts)
 Contract Repository
 SLA Monitoring
4. Procure-to-Pay
 Purchasing strategy
 Asset management
 Pricing trends
 Vendor payment Terms
 Accounts Payable (Payment History)
 Order Tracking

Some examples of how the data is used:










For sourcing, as part of the Strategic Sourcing methodology, there will be data related to
the evaluation and feedback required between procurement, their suppliers and the
users to improve cost, process and satisfaction
The Procure-to-Pay process creates order tracking and payment history data that is used
to match ordering, receipt and payment, as well as for reporting
Supplier Performance must be updated in regular intervals and the data compared
against KPIs to create accurate Scorecards
Tail Spend Management, which is the management of un-managed spend, requires
collecting and organizing groups of different types of data, such as supplier performance
information, spend by category, P-card data to evaluate patterns in low-value
transactions, and other information to keep managed spend in the hands of preferred
suppliers
Contract data is necessary to ensure users are following the terms to maximize
functionality while maintaining compliance. Being alerted to upcoming renewal dates,
allows for evaluation of whether the existing services are performing to their goals or
whether newer services are required, and whether the service providers are meeting
expectations. This is especially true with hardware and software
In Spend Analytics, a business intelligence engine programmed with algorithms, KPIs,
models will process the available data and allow flexible organization of it for on-demand
reporting
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Then, as previously mentioned, the significant addition of monitoring points along the
network, supply chain and otherwise, via the Internet of Things, will produce even more data
which will require analysis. This makes complex real-time analysis a necessity, not an option,
for adapting to global supply chain changes and more on-demand forecasting.
For corporations with a global reach, business is subject to its often-times volatile and fastchanging dynamics. It cannot rely on a reactive approach, but must be proactive. Analysis
through real-time visibility can give businesses the ability to adapt effectively.
By identifying spend patterns using various key parameters such as category, department,
business unit or region, fundamental structural changes can be introduced and driven.
Typically, this would require company-wide policy changes from the highest levels of
management justified by the current data. A forward-thinking approach of this kind, would
give a corporation a leg up on its competitors, especially those who have not made the
transition to full automation and visibility.
The importance of spend analytics cannot be understated. The critical benefits include:
identifying and reducing un-managed spend that has gotten out of control; greater spend
clarity; improving compliance monitoring; reducing a significant number of non-preferred
vendors and the problems they cause; and freeing up staff for more strategic initiatives. The
ultimate result is tremendous cost savings.
Procurement becoming a true strategic arm of the corporate vision with its managed spend
in control was cited in the fore mentioned Benchmark Report . Full visibility into all of
Procurement data is key in making this happen.

It’s all in the data
Collecting huge amounts of data for processing requires a very powerful engine that can
sort, filter, normalize, validate and classify. Generating spend reports and forecasts using
incomplete, erroneous and unreliable spend data could be putting a corporation on the
wrong path, like purchasing the wrong quantities or products that are not value-driven.
Since the data will be used for analysis to forecast savings, and ultimately determine what
sourcing projects and strategies should be implemented, the accuracy and validity of the
data is vital.
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Before the data is ready to be analyzed it must go through a rigorous process or processes--- collected, cleansed, sorted, normalized and organized.
First, data will be coming from multiple sources such as internal and external ERPs and well
as other legacy systems. When aggregating differently-formatted data from so many sources
such as contracts, reseller systems, process data, invoice details, financial information and
payment history from accounts payable, the data must be cleansed and normalized.

Cleansing/Normalizing (Data Validation, Cleansing and Enhancement)
Cleansing and normalizing converts all the data into a consistent data format. This allows
data from two disparately formatted systems to be converted into a consistent data format
that is essentially “equal” for comparison.
Data cleansing eliminates spelling errors, eradicates duplicate records and validate numeric
values such as volumes and prices.
The next step is to enrich and normalize the data to eliminate discrepancies in naming
conventions. Due to data errors such as misspellings or classification errors, the same vendor
can be listed multiple times and therefore spending thresholds are not met or total spend
with a vendor is not fully realized--- and discounts are not fully realized. The process of
deduplication can reconcile these issues and correctly allocate spend to one vendor listing.
The consolidation of record-keeping and elimination of duplicate records saves man-power
and is key to maintaining compliance.
Creating universal naming conventions or relationships with multiple names or acronyms
and structured taxonomy can allow data to be classified according to the proper categories.
For example, IBM and International Business Machines should be linked together as the
same entity.
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Data Analysis
With organized data at hand, using the various tools such as algorithms and cubes (multidimensional processing) of business intelligence is necessary for meaningful analysis. An indepth insight and perspective can be gained by processing the data (cleansed and validated
and aggregated) across a variety of dimensions such as suppliers, categories and
departments.
An optimal Spend analysis system provides the visibility needed to identify where the spend
is going – which categories, which suppliers, how many transactions at what dollar amounts.
It should also facilitate the vendor consolidation process, allowing users to utilize standard
KPIs or company- or industry-specific parameters in rating performance. Optimally each
company should have the ability to weight the KPIs according to importance to determine
the rating performance.
Based on industry or company-preference, KPIs. Placing emphasis on what your firm deems
is important must be programmed into any automated system to give a customized analysis
of the data.

On-Demand Reporting & Scorecarding
Multi-dimensional analysis can be used to create procurement scorecards, which highlight
problem areas of Procurement. Supplier scorecards and magic quadrants will identify subpar suppliers and problematic areas which those flagged suppliers need to address.
The following sample quadrant graph represents supplier performance ratings. Suppliers are
placed in one of the four quadrants based on the KPIs selected. The ratings go from poor to
superior. Actions can then be taken to move spend from the poor performers to the higher
rated suppliers or the product or service could be put back out through the sourcing bid
process.
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It is really important to identify anomalies in order to not normalize unusual conditions or
influence into the overall performance when it may not be indicative of an issue that is
company-wide. With enough data processed according to company-selected preferences,
predictive modeling can be used as a tool of artificial intelligence (AI). The more proven
algorithms and unique KPIs are used to filter the data to the best reporting perspective of
the particular company’s patterns and dynamics, the more accurate the modeling will be.
Business Analytics Platforms
As described above, technological innovation in a world of Big Data has moved companies
beyond the IT-controlled fixed data model business analytics. Now replaced by platforms
with high-powered business intelligence engines capable of complex data processing using
algorithms, three-dimensional processing and AI/predicative modeling. Flexible organization
of data allows the identification of trends, patterns and insights.
Technology providers who supply systems with these capabilities include Tableau, Microsoft,
Qlik and TCGi. Some use a combination of technologies and applications with data
visualization tools (as shown by the previous plot figures above) that help users grasp
information and insights faster than with other methods. Predictive modeling provides the
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ability to learn from the data. TCGI’s eProcure™ touts this important capability. This
technology can be used for procurement but also other areas of the company to identify cost
savings.

Organizations need to generate actionable insight from raw data with minimal delay. Many
struggle to create insights or use them for smart decision-making at scale.
Through eProcure™, the analytics and research capabilities we generate are central to our
ability to improve business operations. They enable us to work with clients, identify
weaknesses in business operations, and transform those operations to create additional
value. We help companies harness data to identify trends and issues, uncover new insights,
find and prevent future risks, and fine-tune operations to make smarter decisions and meet
business goals.
Essentially, eProcure™ utilizes:
1. Data engineering to transform data into useful formats for analysis
2. Data visualization tools to enhance insights.
3. The Internet of Things (IOT) to glean information.
4. Machine learning with algorithms to learn and make predictions
____________________________________________________________________________
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Concluding Thoughts
The one thing that we know for certain is that change is a constant. A decade ago, big changes
forced companies to transform to operate more efficiently. Now, more disruption has arrived.
Part of the value proposition today for most companies is being nimble, regardless of their
size, to adapt to the quickly-changing landscape. That requires having access to the great
flood of information that is imminent and a flexible mechanism with the necessary business
intelligence to process it, so informed decisions can be made quickly.
Procurement, with so many disparate and outreaching processes and functions, is the canary
in the coal mine; a bellwether to great innovation. It must be the master of the data. Its value
proposition is tied to the high-powered processing of data through automation. Procurement
personnel will keep focus on value-driven and core functions while lesser value functions are
streamlined and automated.
Its primary functions, such as sourcing, supplier management and contract management
require data collection and sharing, especially as the strategic sourcing model dictates
extensive collaboration and feedback. Without automation of these process points to the
fullest extent, the value proposition will be severely impacted.
How would supplier feedback be properly translated to performance ratings especially when
there is such a vast amount of vendors? How would a contract up-for-renewal be tracked and
correlated to supplier commitments? How would contract terms be monitored and compared
to actual usage? Is compliance at risk? Are lower value purchases being tracked to identify
trends?
It all relates back to keeping un-managed spend under control. Without the proper
mechanism to track vendors effectively, more vendors are continually added and the growth
of un-managed spend continues unabated. An automatic system with a processing engine
programmed with the necessary business intelligence can process tracking and performance
data and translate it into user-friendly scorecards for key personnel to evaluate and take
appropriate actions. Without exhausting manpower, un-managed spend can be reduced to
acceptable levels. Satisfying one of the key tenants of Procurement’s value proposition.
According to Forrester, procurement professionals spend more than 25% of their time
resolving issues outside of their strategic initiatives. This is especially true in regards to order
tracking and matching as part of the procure-to-pay process. An effective P2P solution
matches order, receipt and payment information automatically, significantly reducing the
need for Procurement’s involvement, adding to value creation. Other bottlenecks and manual
functions along the way are streamlined and automated as well.
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Sophisticated and complex coordination of the data throughout all the processes satisfies the
operational side of the business. What happens to the collected data is critically important as
well.
That data contains patterns and trends which can be used to gain insights into the past 6
months, year, 3 years, etc. Those insights will help shape the next set of corporate strategic
initiatives. To do this, only a processing engine with a forward-looking business intelligence
will have the ability to organize the data according to various multi-dimensional perspectives
and visions. Predicative analytics will be needed to take on the Big Data.
Big Data is only going to get “Big”-ger. Estimates on the IOT (from 2015) stated that, each
second, 127 ‘things’ were being connected to the internet worldwide! That translates to 328
million devices per month and the rate is growing. According to several other estimates, by
2020, the number of connected and smart devices will be between 20 billion and 200 billion.
Potentially, 44 ZB or more of data will be exchanged by these devices several years from now.
Keep in mind that 1 ZB = 1 trillion Gigabytes!
What system capabilities will be required to collect, exchange, store and analyze this huge
amount of data?
Having access to that data and the ability to effectively process and organize it will separate
the winners from the losers. That real-time visibility will allow for faster and more accurate
decision-making. Current e-Procurement platforms have progressed in their ability to handle
an organization’s Big Data. But for the really Big Data that will be available via the IOT, clearly
new orders of magnitude of processing power will be required by the next iterations of an eProcurement system.

Is your procurement organization still connected to the less-responsive,
merely-transactional purchasing department of yesterday or is it a flexible
strategic vehicle in line with the corporate vision, ready to take advantage of
the upcoming disruptions?
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About TCGi
Technology Concepts Group International, or TCGi provides asset, expense and procurement
management solutions that deliver award-winning results to its customers. We enable
companies, especially those with a large global scope, to drive costs out of the procurement
operations by simplifying processes, reducing the supply base, efficiently managing supplier
invoice payments, improving contract management, optimizing software license portfolios
and implementing extended payment terms.

TCGi services include:
Tail Spend Management - enables organizations to gain greater control of their spending
and allows procurement professionals the ability to return to higher value activities
Software Licensing Optimization - ensures organizations are properly managing their
software licenses, minimizing the risk and cost of non-compliance; as part of our Software
Asset Management (SAM) solution
Equipment Leasing and Financing - provides an easy and affordable way to acquire needed
equipment while increasing working capital.
Telecom Expense Management service streamlines the process of auditing expenses and
mitigating invoice disputes using our experts and technology to flag outliers, identify
duplicates and enforce policy compliance.
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About eProcure™
eProcure™ is TCGi’s cloud-based, modular and mobile-ready collaborative platform which
automates the entire procurement lifecycle while converting spend to Tier 1 Diverse. It
integrates seamlessly and securely with back-office and third party systems, such as SAP and
Ariba.
TCGi’s P2P module provides a link to authorization documentation by email or SMS without
the need for downloading or printing; aggregates orders into one document package for easy
review for payment.
TCGi’s Spend Analytics module is powered by a high-powered business intelligence engine
capable of complex data processing using algorithms, three-dimensional processing and
AI/predicative modeling. Customized data visualization tools help users grasp information
and insights faster than with other methods. Predictive modeling provides the ability to learn
from the data.
TCGi’s Sourcing module uses Strategic Sourcing Best Practices to select from only verified
and preferred suppliers and get best value pricing through competitive bidding events (eAuction, eRFx, and e-bids).
TCGi’s Supplier & Contract Management modules provides delivery of real-time supplier
performance via premium scorecards, reduces purchases that are not strategically managed
and centralizes contracts into one repository allowing for greater compliance control and
decreased potential risk.
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